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and every such group - including ours - seems bedeviled by them. /t
therefore behooves us to exercise caution in this regard.
Next, I agreed with Kevin's observation that It will take a considerable amount of time to undo the damage that has already been done
to Ploesls by way of vulgar and inane content, some by members and
some by nonmembers. Anyone who once respected the journal Is quite
unlikely to respect it now and earning back this respect is likely to
be a long and arduous process.
-Oa

Obviously, we could not discuss hbesls without discussing the
performance of its current editor. As we all know, Rick Rosner has a
credibility problem which devolves to a number of factors, one of
which Is that he was never elected through any sort of due process.
Another is that Rick's performance has been spotty In a number of
important areas: when it comes to punctuality, attention level, and
regard for the priorities of other members. Rick has left a lot - and
I do mean a lot - to be desired.

II" .. ...... :4 -.

..

As a recent example of what I mean, consider AlbesIs 106. On page 4,
it contains a cover letter to Chris Cole that was not intended for
publication. Previously, I had taken care to protect the identity of
Edward Thorp as the pseudonymous Mega member charged with reviewing
my proofs. Since Cole had made the introduction, he already knew
Thorp's identity. But since he also knew that Thorp preferred to
participate under a pseudonym, it should have been clear to him - and
through him, to Rick - that the letter was not to be printed. So we
have either a case of gross negligence. or a deliberate violation of
a member's right to privacy.. .possibly meant to cast another member
(me) In an unfavorable light.

..
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Now look at issue 107, six pages of which were arrogated to a nonmember, one Robert Hannon. If anyone in this group (except Rick)
doesn't yet know that this person is several aces short of a full
deck In the modern physics department, it's a well-kept secret.
Obviously. Aloesls - and Mega - are not glorified by an editor who
can't take such rudimentary editorial distinctions (remember, as the
editor of any respectable journal knows, editorial rejection of
irrational submissions is not the same as *censorship").
And it
wasn't as though these six pages couldn't have been filled by a real
Mega member;
Cole and Rosner have had at least nine pages of
epistolary responses from yours truly on ice since June!

z!
.

r. 2z
Now, neither Kevin nor I had anything bad to say about Rick on a
personal level. The way Rick lives his own life, and the kind of
person he 'really is,' are none of our business. There is wisdom
in the dictum 'judge not, lest you be judged." In fact, I'm sure
I speak for all of us when I express our universal appreciation for
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the dogged way Rick has hung in there for all these years, even
when his heart wasn't really in it.. .and I say this despite having
been one of his harshest critics.
Admittedly, it would sound better to say that Rick "stepped into
the breach" when nobody else would have, "saving" the Mega Society
by carrying its journal out of the flames on his sturdy shoulders.
But we can't say that. Rick could have been replaced at any point
by somebody who not only meets all the requirements, but has a
better track record to boot. For example, I published the journal
for half a year, paid for it all, never missed a deadline, never
rejected a submission, and singlehandedly filled it with superior
content at a time when nobody else could spare a dime, a minute,
or a postcard.. .and would, had he dropped the ball for keeps, have
caught it before it hit the ground. And nobody is even saying that
I'was his only available replacement!
Thus, it is puzzling - given his admitted disinterest - that Rick
has "hung in there".
Although some of us may have assumed that
his tenacity owed to some kind of altruism - some desire to help
the Mega Society achieve the respect for which it periodically
yearns - his own contributions cast extreme doubt on such an assumption. Whatever their attractions for Rosner or Cole or anyone
else, masturbation, scatology, and nose-picking typically do not
engender "respect" in the kinds of people whose attention we want.
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In the past, I may have seemed guilty of too unilateral a perspective on all this. But I typify our members in the sense that each
of us, somewhere in the back of his or her mind, dreams of making
a truly noteworthy contribution to intellectual posterity. Clearly,
no such contribution can succeed without the right kind of audience, and the right kind of audience simply does not associate
worthwhile effort with brassy mental incompetence and/or fellatio
in elevators. It may be that some of us, in our private moments,
find such material funny or titillating. But here in
Noesis, it's
the organizational equivalent of a "kick me" sign.
Accordingly, Kevin and I - and probably the rest of us - agree
that the editorship of Monis is properly subject
to democratic
review. What that means is this: the next time Rick Rosner fouls
up egregiously in the editorial department, an election will follow immediately. I stress the word "immediate
ly" because, when a
journal is published only at intervals convenient to its editor,
the democratic process can get smeared out over very dilated time
periods. In short, Rick will not have the option of timing his own
"election campaign". This election will include policy guidelines
and will occur even if I have to run it myself. If it goes against
him, Rick will be required to step aside.. .again,
immediately. And
that naturally goes for his other electable office,
"Treasurer".
On the other hand, if it goes for him despite his
objective failings - e.g., taking three months to publish a monthly journal
then we're back to square one. Square one is described in
Noesis
106, page 9. That's where I introduce the alternative Mega Society
journal Noesis-A. This new journal would come
existence immediately because I, for one, cannot afford to into
have years of effort
buried under large, stinking piles of what Noesis has
to be
full of lately. That's my inalienable right, and that tended
of any othermember who wants a legitimate chance to be heard.
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NEWCOMB'S PARADOX REDIVIVUS (by Chris Langan)
This is in response to Robert Low's remarks on Newcomb's Paradox
in Noesis 102. I'll try to make this really easy to follow.

a.

NEWCOMB'S PROBLEM: Given two boxes A and B, you are told by an
entity that you may choose to open either box A and box B, or
box B alone. The entity, who claims to have predicted your
choice, informs you that while he has in any case put $1000 in
box A, he has put $1,000,000 in box B if and only if he has
predicted that you will (choose to) open B alone. You have observed the entity play the same game with many others, and he
has predicted correctly every time. You know that such asymmetric data are quite unlikely to be random, but you also believe - and most of your experience confirms - that time is
linear and your choice unpredictable. What should you do?

: •
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Obviously, there are two ways to solve Newcomb's problem, which is
pot the same as the paradox. There is an argument in favor of each
solution, and each argument purports to "rationality". That is,
while only one argument is called "expected utility", both actually purport to maximize expectation on the basis of different assumptions regarding the nature of time and physical reality. In
neither case does this equate to maximizing the minimum amount of
money that might be received; rationality is not defined that way.
Trying to maximize the minimum possible reward instead of trying
to maximize expected utility is irrational by definition. That's
because it can lead to a loss of expected utility, and rationality
always seeks to maximize expected utility (as defined on simple
mathematical expectation: reward x probability of reward).

C
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[The above paragraph suffices to resolve your main "point". It was
originally followed by a clarified exposition of my original 1989
paper, The Resolution of Newcomb's Paradox, complete with easy-tofollow illustrations and ties to various branches of physics and
philosophy. But since I didn't want to see it buried under a pile
of booby-hatch-reject pseudoscientific pornographic vulgarianism,
and since I'm still not getting the slightest amount of understanding or cooperation towards the restoration of reasonable journalistic standards for Noesis, I'm afraid it will have to wait. If
you see it at all - and it goes far indeed towards demystifying
the CTMU - it will be in the proposed alternative Mega Society
journal Noesis-A.7
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102: The
TO WHOMEVER COMPILED THE COST-PER-PAGE TABLE IN NORRIS
cost per page of Noesis 44-49 to the average subscriber was noTwo members voluntarily paid for their
where near "13.9 cents".
copies; the others paid a cost per page of 0 cents. Of course, the
cost to the publisher (me) was correspondingly higher.
To some extent, the same may apply to other editors. I'd be surprised if most of the members who charitably accepted editorial
responsibility ever got a dime. But then again, why should . they
have? Their issues were insufficiently loony, cheesy and sleazy to
be worth a nickel, at least by present "standards". (Chris Langan)
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Dear Robert Dick:
102. I
/his is my reply to your letter of January 17 in Noesis
believe you'll find that its tone matches yours.
Regarding the importance of family and emotional life:
The world is full of those who feel no pity, and who have no loyalty, towards any but those they call "their own". They are not in
general Christian. Those claiming a level of ability that should
let them solve urgent problems insoluble to others, but do not use
it on the grounds that their personal affairs are more important,
do no service to mankind. If you are not at least humble enough to
serve your fellow man - and if you are in fact so aggressively
self-absorbed that you will spit in the face of one who has tried
to do his duty in your stead - then, while I refrain from disputing your "Christianity", I would nonetheless like to know exactly
what kind of "Christian" you profess to be.
You are lucky to have a family nearby that loves you. I do not; my
love for my unborn children, and for future generations of humanity, prevents me from taking a wife who is genetically compromised
(I refuse to consciously doom my descendants to possible lifelong
dependence on medical technology, or to lack the higher level of
intelligence demanded by social evolution). Because I have pursued
truth in relative poverty, I cannot pay the monetary price that
women of "good breeding" have learned to demand for their procreative services...nor, I confess, can I happily abide the lack of
loyalty that even so subtle a form of prostitution guarantees. If
I were a severe diabetic with ten million dollars, I could doubtless buy a fit mother for my sickly offspring, thereby denying one
to someone more healthy. But since I work for low pay and live
meagerly in a one-room shack, my reproductive qualifications are
strictly mental and physical (i.e., "irrelevant").
This may be a tragic condemnation of modern reproductive practices
and values. It may also be God's way of reminding me that in an
insane and overpopulated world, having a child is dangerously like
selling it a nonrefundable ticket on the Titanic. But either way,
whether it be a wife or a four-year-old grand nephew, a family is
a luxury and a privilege, not an excuse to ignore your obligation
to the rest of mankind while excoriating those who are more responsible, or stronger of mind and heart, than you are.
On your work in Fourier analysis:
You were rejected by those who found your name and credentials insufficiently impressive to bother with your work. Yet, through the
Mega Society, you find yourself in possession of a "credential"
that bought you access to mine. A true Christian would move mountains to avoid repeating the injustice he had suffered. Instead,
you feed it to me on the tip of a lash. You ponder which of the
Ten Commandments are "the most important". I say to you that for a
Christian, the most important commandment numbers just one: do unto others as you would have them do unto you.
For example, despite the obvious foolishness of certain articles
on relativity theory, I read them thoroughly and set what must be
a record for trying to reason with their author before running out
of patience. Similarly, having asked you to read my work, / took
the time and effort to carefully read yours, (I was not appreciably
edified). So before you seek yet another mote in my eye, will you
not cast out the beam from thine own?
Regarding your amateur theology:
NOESLS NUMBER 108 AUGUST 1995 PAGES

I, too, am an amateur theologian. That is, I pursue my interest in
religion for love rather than for money.
You profess faith in the Bible, yet dispute biblical accounts of
the death of Jesus. That isn't really important, except that it
reflects a gradual change in the meaning of "faith". In its most
extreme and common form, this change manifests itself as a total
lapse of religious belief. The loss of faith is a disease whose
symptoms include the ethical and social degeneration we see all
around us. This testifies to the fact that religion is not merely
a source of comfort for people like you, but a necessary linkage
between human psychology and the social wellbeing of humanity.
Unfortunately, whatever one might say about the necessity of faith,
one fact is indisputable: it is no longer working. Mankind, eaten
alive by metastasizing cynicism, fanatacism and intolerance, is on
the edge of a Nietzschean chasm in which God lies "dead". As faith
crumbles away inexorably beneath its feet, it stumbles dangerously
for want of a safer and sturdier bridge to salvation. In a world
which has come to place most of its "faith" in the logical and
mathematical principles of science and technology, this bridge can
be constructed in just one way (see libesis 76).
If you really understand Fourier analysis, then you see the intimate connection between mathematics and physical reality. If you
really understand religion, then you know that a religion which
does not attempt to tie itself to the creation and structuring of
reality fails for its lack of relevance. Where is the religion
without its genesis myth, and without recognition of the Hand of
God in nature and the affairs of Man?
This need has driven an historical progression in which a great
day has finally dawned: religion, mathematics, and reality can be
united as one. Among the religious-purpose nonprofit organizations
legally incorporated in the United States in the year 1993, one
was called "CTMU". The acronym, as I have previously explained in
Meals, stands not only for the Cognition-Theoretic (or Computation-Theoretic, or Cognito-Telic) Model of the Universe, but also
for The Church of Teleology of Multiplex Unity. It is the logical
matrix in which all lesser religions are necessarily embedded, and
in which they can therefore be revitalized and reconciled.
The bottom line:
Many people, when confronted with superior insight, adopt a facesaving strategy as simple as it is reprehensible: they refuse to
acknowledge the insight, and for this they blame their "opponent".
Yet, understanding the CTMU requires only logic, and he who admits
that he knows nothing of logic admits that he knows nothing. As
I've written before in these pages, there is none so blind as he
who will not see, nor so lame as he who will not stand.
The CTMU offers you meaning, the logic of love, and a universe
cast in the deepest image of the human mind and heart. You say you
need neither me nor it. Meanwhile, another holds up to your face a
murky mirror streaked with physical vanity, sullen mediocrity,
gratuitious vulgarity, and self-professed stupidity. Suddenly you
are filled with a burning "need" for more. If this is your last
redemption can be poured
word to me, then here is mine to you:
only into an open heart, and a meaningful spiritual destiny .only
into an open mind. When your animal and emotional comforts have
finally deserted you, what then will light your way?
Chris Langan
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Dear Kevin (Langdon):
This is in response to all of your letters in issues 103 and 104,
from which I was pleased to learn that you at least tried to read
the CTMU material I've published. Actually, given the standards of
Nbesis, I'd believed the latter to be uncommonly clear and precise
(except in Noesis 79, where I listed unexplained consequences to
disabuse the usual parties of certain strange notions regarding my
work). Unfortunately, my central topic - the logical requirements
for a "theory of everything" - is as demanding to read about as to
write about. So while I can't accept full responsibility for anyone's incomprehension, some of your points are well-taken (I was
particularly impressed by your lecture on "forging consensus").
Regarding other points, I just want to make sure we're on the same
wavelength. For example, on p. 6, Noesis 104, you write: "The need
for 'a real genius' to administer a test is a bug, not a feature."
Maybe so. But let's state the obvious: any high-ceiling test whose
problems have not been rigorously solved with respect to a closed,
meticulously defined set of conditions must allow for the chance
that an extremely intelligent test subject may give an answer superior to the one considered correct. If the tester is not himself
a genius, he will fail to recognize this and mismark the test. You
seem to imply that this obvious objection does not apply to your
tests. For the sake of argument, let's say you're right.
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However, you elsewhere concede that "IQ", which you associate with
the intellectual adaptivity required to solve a number of independent problems, is not the only component of intelligence. There is
also a major component of intelligence which is responsible for
scheduling and orchestrating large numbers of dependent
subroutines within larger routines designed to solve larger and more important problems whose complexity far exceeds any random relationship of IQ test items. Whereas IQ tests merely require solution of
a number of independent pre-specified components, more profound
intellectual abilities are required to identify and solve a number
of dependent but unspecified components in the proper arrangement
and order. This is where the real ceiling of intelligence resides, •
and it occurs far above the level of any problem on the Mega Test.
So we needed a new kind of test to measure this factor, call it h.
Not to bore you with more logic, but in order to definitively assign truthvalues to a subject's answer sheet on this kind of test,
you require a cognitive language of higher order than that of your
subject with respect to the entries on the test. If you propose to
measure his level of "genius", you must be one yourself. It's just
as clear that this "symphonic, architectural" kind of intelligence
h involves "fluid" intelligence g as a co- or sub-factor, and that
only the one with the highest (g and/or) h is able to definitively
measure everyone else's intelligence (up to his own peak level).
It's not hard to see that h "regresses" to the general problem of
which specific problems are the most important. The true genius is
distinguished precisely by his ability to choose or invent the
"best problems" on which to target his intellect.., to apply his
mental energies in the most efficacious and economical way. UnforNOES1S NUMBER 108 AUGUST 199$ PAGE?

tunately, one cannot do this by letting others choose his problems
for him. Just as clearly, it is impossible to compare performance
on any "test" in which every subject is allowed to choose his own
problems. This is presumably why you describe as "ridiculous" the
idea that I should be the one to choose the problem to be used as
a measure of my "intellectual prowess".
Accordingly, I let the problem "choose itself" in a natural way.
Since the measurement of intelligence, and comparisions among the
means thereof, requires first a knowledge of what intelligence is,
the "most important problem" is how to characterize intelligence.
Looking at it another way: since intelligence is a facet of reality as apprehended by intelligence, the problem is to give a joint
characterization of reality and human intelligence.. .the obvious
first step in the intelligent solution of a maximum number of important real problems. Since no known formalism has sufficed to
solve this problem, no formal background is needed for the search.
A bit more on "background". If somebody identifies the "best problems" on which to focus his mind, his obvious first step is to
supply himself with the proper background to solve them. If, when
he finally presents a unified solution, he then encounters others
who have been working on the same problems - e.g., cognitive aspects of reality like the nature of intelligence and the "metaphysics" of free will - are they allowed to blame him for not having
themselves acquired the necessary background? Can they refuse to
accept his having solved the problem first as proof of his intellectual superiority, particularly when the "missing background" is
nothing but an essential ingredient of verbal reasoning like elementary logic? You tell me; maybe my thinking on this is off.
The solution of the above problem is, of course, the CTMU. Unfortunately, Mega reacted to it not with a blinding demonstration of
cognitive pyrotechnics, but by dummying up and switching channels.
This brings us to my second choice of a proposed solution to "who
wins and who loses in the Mega Society Sweepstakes". This alternative is only slightly less ambitious: I selected just those problems that have at some point been acknowledged as the most outstanding conjectures in fields that are not far removed from the
basic cognitive language known as "logic", and which - due to the
fact that no one had succeeded in coming up with a formalism adequate to solve them - required no particular "background" in any
the
advanced formalism. Indeed, the real problem was to invent
required formalism and apply it "self-solvatively".
For example, no one denies that the four-color map problem is very
easy to state and understand. Yet, due to the fact that no formalism was ever invented to solve it efficiently, no formalism need
be learned in order to work on it. To use your own phrasing, "the
playing field is level" with respect to it. Furthermore, as of
1976, when a so-called "computer proof" was successfully passed
off as a solution despite its direct inaccessibility to humans, it
was widely viewed as the premier unsolved mathematical conjecture.
Similarly, the P="NP conjecture held an analogous position in the
pure theory of computation. Because neither of these problems has
ever been publicly solved, nor a solutative formalism definitively

motivated enough even to notice these access points which have
occasionally taken the form of neologisms designed to suggestively
and enticingly compress a lot of useful information in a very tiny
space - then I have to start wondering how smart he really is, and
how long one should whip what looks like a stone dead mule. That
only makes things worse; he whose previous efforts at clarity have
seemed futile probably won't try as hard next time around, and his
implied "arrogance" may discourage further attention by others.
Nevertheless, so impressed am I by the perspicuity of your remarks
that I'm considering taking your advice and prettying up my ideas.
Of course, because I can't rationally do this in any Journal which
stoops to fits of stentorian lunacy (Hannon) or front-page fellatio
(Rosner), and particularly not in a journal which stoops to both,
this can only occur in the pages of an auxiliary Journal which
would probably end up being published at my personal expense (then
again, this journal probably wouldn't be here had I not published
Your wife was right; it's too
issues 44-49 on a similar basis).
late for groesis. Besides, after five years of circulosity, I'm fed
up with its glacial 6-10 month CM cycle. All I need to know is
this: will you, at least, acknowledge such a journal, vouch for its
exact contents, and if necessary, exhibit the cajones to stand by
me should any writer, philosopher, mathematician, or physicist In
(I enclose a
or out of Mega make a dishonest play for credit?
preprint already sent to Cole which outlines my proposal in more
detail, along with another which provides background for this
letter and may be of additional educational value to you.)
Consider what's at stake before you answer. As it stands, I win a
Pyrrhic victory and you win nothing. But if you agree to secrete a
little adrenaline on my behalf, there could be a real victory for
all. Mega will at last begin to look authentic, and whether I like
it or not, I'll have furnished you and Ron with a captive poster
boy for high-ceiling untimed adult intelligence tests. I.e., what
you have now is: "Hey, y'all I was scratching my piles and
masturbating to fall asleep, contemplating the structure of the
universe, when Many Worlds suggested lots of new places to wipe
Chris and Dean ran a
boogera.
I call it Netaboogers.
On the other hand; if we
simulation... (you know who I mean).
cooperate, what you may well have is a brave new world for Mega and
somebody with enough mental firepower to defend it against all
those mealy-mouthed, reverse-discriminating, IQ-hating hypocrites
for whom it is nothing but a cancer on the rump of "The New Social
Order." And best of all, the rest of mankind may finally have a
chance to live down thousands of years of confusion regarding the
profound logical connections that weld language, intelligence, and
reality together.
If you wanted, you could obviously produce some useful input along
CTMU lines, looking right sharp while making yet another meaningful
contribution to the history of thought (before we get off the
subject, a "WGA" is a World's Greatest Authority). Think it over.
And thanks for complimenting both my creativity and my marked
tendency to be 'right about disputed details.' It will enhance our
reputation not only for kindness, but also for honesty and
intelligence.
Chris Langan/P.O. Box 131/Speonk, NY 11972
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exist in the CTMU context; the CTMU generalizes "cognition" in
such a way that it includes all "instruments of knowledge". As for
LeRoy's usage of "exact and eternal", he applied these terms to
the distinction between a definition and a theory. My point was to
make him question this distinction by realizing that exact must be
relativized to context and focus (e.g., "what is your exact age in
years? nanoseconds? reincarnations?) and that eternal presupposes
a transfinite structuring of time that only the CTMU can support.
You're quite correct that "Kevin Schwartz' critique of naive appeals to subjective experience.., in support of free will.., isn't
the last word on the subject". In fact, subjective experience can,
if not treated "naively", provide very powerful support for the
idea of free will. That's because (a) you can't isolate subjective
and objective aspects of reality from each other; (b) regardless
of what the scientific method has to say about the need for objective verification, the fact remains that the subjective perception
of free will distributes universally over "cognitive entities"
like human beings, and whatever distributes nonrandomly over any
coherent subset of reality must have a real basis. Of course,
producing this basis requires mathematical analysis. If everyone's
favorite charity case, Bob Hannon, hadn't helped squeeze my serious contributions out of Noesis, I'd get into the math right here.
But for now, I'll just say that if free will is totally illusory,
then the illusion is so pervasive that it enfolds objective reality by induction. Logical restrictions preclude cognitive access to
any external "objective" reality in which this particular "subjective" illusion is resolvable; the inexorable question of control
regresses to SELF-control at the systemic level of reality, thence
distributing mathematically over subsystems in appropriate forms.
Incidentally, many people think that mathematics is unnecessary
for the verbal analysis of philosophical issues. Well, to verbally
describe anything, you need a language. Now, a language is a welldefined mathematical entity, and to understand its behavior on
either the syntactic or semantical level, you have to acknowledge
its mathematical structure. This is why I've long maintained in
Noesis that mathematics is the "ultimate language"; all syntactic
and semantical applications are ultimately matters of things like
mappings and truth-tables, terms whose own rentionships are logicomathematical in nature. Those who ignore the logical roots of
language may be able to function in the quotidian world, but they
can no longer hack it in the highly abstract world of metaphysics.
For those in the know, the CTMU - the only possible universal selfdescriptive mathematical language - forever dispels that illusion.
I shamefully admit my tendency to "argue from within castle walls"
using "undigested neologism", but this does have its reasons. One
thing I learned long ago is that you can't always wrap your mind
around complex concepts like a big amoeba and digest them from the
outside in; you sometimes have to wriggle inside them and digest
them from the inside out. In fact, sometimes you have to do both
at once. Please believe me when I tell you that I put all kinds of
broad hints and deep tunnels into my contributions to make this
possible for the motivated reader. Now if, despite a professed
interest in metaphysics and reality theory, a given reader isn't

established, their qualifications as test items remain intact. And
they have the added benefit of being related to my first choice the CTMU - as direct (and rather dramatic) applications.
One thing you are right about, though - I have already solved all
of these problems, and I've already given the solutions to the
best man the Mega Society had to offer as a referee. Having agreed
to serve in this capacity, the gentleman in question now seems to
have decided that the issues are too volatile, and he too busy, to
fulfill his obligation. But while I can't help but sympathize, the
Society for which he proxies (Mega) is in default of our express
understanding. As my team showed up but the opposing team didn't,
I win. In this light, your belief that nobody in the Mega Society
"feels challenged" by the CTMU reminds one of a sleeping child who,
having just wet the bed, doesn't yet "feel damp".
Naturally, you may want to remonstrate with me about the extent to
which agreements with specially qualified members are binding over
others. Yet, because ordinary members hive displayed an intellectual and/or motivational inability to assess my work, consulting
them in advance would have been a waste of my time and theirs. And
don't expect any negative output from the volunteer referee. He
can say neither that what I sent him is "wrong" nor that it "isn't
really mathematics"; all terms and relationships in the proofs are
carefully and conventionally defined on mathematical clichés like
graph, mapping and logical function. The fact is that after a year,
he cannot point to a single critical error or logically undefined
concept, and is too upright to deny it even to save face (anyway,
if someone tells me his eyesight and tourist credentials are A-OK,
I spend a year to put him on a rocket and fly him to the moon, and
he refuses or forgets to look out the viewport, then so what? I
did the work, he signed for the ticket, and it's C.O.D. .)
It may occur to my detractors, their best man having admitted that
he isn't up to the task of "kicking my ass", that they should now
send forth their "best best man". Okay, then, trot him on out and
let's get it over with. All this new "champion" has to do is meet
and agree to the conditions set forth in Noesis 100. I'll then
send him the proofs, and he can damn well do what he agreed to do.
[Why am I reminded of a scene from the movie Escape from New York,
where Isaac Hayes - "The Duke of New York" - addresses an auditorium full of vicious cutthroats: "They sent their best man. Tomorrow, when we ride to freedom, their best man will be leading the
way. From the neck up!" (The crowd roars hungrily). "ON THE HOOD
'A KY CAR!!!" (Of course, my role wasn't played by Hayes, but by
the guy who "won" in the end, Kurt "Snake Plisskin" Russell.)]
I was also a little confused by your belief that all anyone has to
do to avoid getting ripped off is publish his work "somewhere,
anywhere". I'm curious - how would you make a thief or his accomplices acknowledge this in the absence of legal force? Evidence
means nothing if you have no one to show it to, or if those to
whom you show it don't feel like looking at it (e.g., because you
lack credentials, they don't like you, etc.). The problem becomes
worse if those in charge of the publication in which your work appeared are unsympathetic to your cause; they might not back you up
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if queried, thus undermining your c1aim. "Paranoid" though it may
seem, it looks to me like once you have a closed shop controlling
the journals in your field, credit goes wherever the shop says it
goes. Copyright and patent laws cover wording and concrete applications, not theory. If your court of last appeal is the same closed
shop that ripped you off in the first place, where to next? How do
you differ from the victim of a corrupt police chief who sneers at
you and asks, "And who are you gonna report me to? The cops?"
Let's take a couple of near-examples. Long ago, I published several detailed articles in Noesis on the relative nature of probability. A few months later, I heard that another member had gotten a
lot of publicity for solving a problem in applied probability theory using.. .yep, a relativization of probability to initial data!
(I was really quite pleased that someone had paid attention, but
would have been even more so had my own remarks on the topic ever
received acknowledgment.) More recently, Richard May proudly announced a "new" concept: a cybernetic approach to religion. The
funniest part: he appears to have no clue how to make it happen,
despite five years of detailed explanations from me. Go figure! My
point: how do you suggest that I get someone - anyone - in this
Society to credit me for my previous work on any topic whatsoever?
One of your letters contained an interesting turn of speech: you
say that I've made "liberal use" of free space in "our journal" to
write about the CTMU. When you say "use", you ostensibly refer to
some form of utility, thereby implying that I've received some
kind of reward or recognition. I find this an intriguing supposition, and would appreciate knowing what that was. I can understand
how you might think that the Mega Society has gotten something out
of the deal - namely, a chance to be edified about matters that
seem to occupy them (like metaphysics) and a new lease on life
through a merger with a sister group that was, at least in the beginning, of a more energetic and optimistic stripe - but as far as
I personally am concerned, I'm afraid I don't know what you mean.
First, Noesis is not "free"; I've paid a lot to get it, and even
published it at my own expense for six months. And second, I've
worked my tail off to hold up my end of what I thought was a common obligation. Having been the only one to fight the good fight
from start to finish. I'm perplexed by this "personal utility" angle. For that matter, how can utility even be defined in a group
whose "leaders" have abandoned any hope of consensus (see Chris
Cole's letter in Noesis 102, page 28, and the statement by R. May
on the front page of the same issue)?
I well understand your emphasis on democratic principles in a
group like this. However, democracy has never been a license for
the majority to walk all over the individual; individual rights
are its main justification. When someone signs on for a democracy,
and then works hard in what he believes is the common interest, he
has a right to be recognized for the work he accomplished. I.e.,
democracy must respect his "utility" within the bounds of logic (a
science considered integral to democracy by, the ancient Greeks who
pioneered both). Democracy is at last a serious business; even if
99% of Mega does want to wallow decadently in "psychological diversity", it cannot do so at the expense of more serious members.
NOESIS NUMBER 108 AUGUST 1995 PAGE 10

Unfortunately, there is a generalizative tendency of human nature,
"guilt by association", through which a little "psychological diversity" can go a very long way towards diverting all attention,
and any possibility of recognition, away from those who might deserve it. For example, if you put the entirety of your democratic
media under the control of someone given to front-page soliloquies
on the less savory aspects of his personal biological functions,
which will tend by natural psychological mechanisms to be mistaken
for a generic label on content, then you're walking all over the
rights of other members to be taken seriously. I didn't sign on
for that, and no "democratic principle" says I did. Saying otherwise amounts to saying that if you were on a moving bus full of
suicidal loons, and every other passenger voted "democratically"
to let it go off a cliff, you wouldn't grab the wheel anyway. The
moral of the story: illogic cannot be successfully "elected" over
logic. Logic is the ultimate law determining the survival or nonsurvival of democracies, and any democracy which ignores this is
doomed. This holds especially true for democracies whose members
lack any knowledge of logic, even if they feel that their "high
IQ's" exempt them from the tyrannical restrictions that logic imposes on their eccentric thought and behavior.
Thus, when you say that Noesis is uncensored, I'm not convinced.
From my point of view, the delay or displacement of an urgent contribution by a full member of the Mega Society in favor of, e.g.,
Bob Hannon, is close enough to "censorship" to constitute a problem. As it happens, some very important Mega Society news recently
suffered just this fate (the earlier postmark of Hannon's latest
rantings seems quite beside the point, given their negative utility for any member of this group). Indeed, since I can't rationally
publish new material on the CTMU in conjunction with his garbage,
he has already successfully censored me out of my own journal...
and just in time to suck up the MacArthur Grant Committee's $400R!
Now for some miscellany. My Noesis 78 criticism of Ron's "hyperphilosophy" was simple: metaphysics asks questions like "OF WHAT
is metaphysical reality composed?" Because metaphysical reality is
the ultimate form of reality, the only possible answer can be: "OF
metaphysical reality!" Because the answer is the same as the question, metaphysics must display a mathematical property known as
self-similarity, in this case of a kind which allows metaphysical
questions to have metaphysical answers. Ron answered the above
question with what he called a "root metaphor", the purposive act.
Unfortunately, the "purposive act" is explicity defined in terms
of human behavior, which - hare-brained as it usually is - is not
a meaningful candidate for the end all-be all of reality. Sorry if
you missed this - it's a key point of the CTMU (which Ron probably
should have mentioned, since it reconciles purpose and action with
the self-similarity constraint on metaphysical "root metaphors").
My opinion of LeRoy Kottke's intellect is a matter of record; in
fact, I've been holding some fine material of his for publication.
But having described a logical model of observation and induction,
I can be expected to express myself in a manner consistent with my
description. Your sharp distinction between cognition and "the instruments of knowledge contained in the body and emotions" doesn't
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for that, and no "democratic principle" says I did. Saying otherwise amounts to saying that if you were on a moving bus full of
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and just in time to suck up the MacArthur Grant Committee's $400R!
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is metaphysical reality composed?" Because metaphysical reality is
the ultimate form of reality, the only possible answer can be: "OF
metaphysical reality!" Because the answer is the same as the question, metaphysics must display a mathematical property known as
self-similarity, in this case of a kind which allows metaphysical
questions to have metaphysical answers. Ron answered the above
question with what he called a "root metaphor", the purposive act.
Unfortunately, the "purposive act" is explicity defined in terms
of human behavior, which - hare-brained as it usually is - is not
a meaningful candidate for the end all-be all of reality. Sorry if
you missed this - it's a key point of the CTMU (which Ron probably
should have mentioned, since it reconciles purpose and action with
the self-similarity constraint on metaphysical "root metaphors").
My opinion of LeRoy Kottke's intellect is a matter of record; in
fact, I've been holding some fine material of his for publication.
But having described a logical model of observation and induction,
I can be expected to express myself in a manner consistent with my
description. Your sharp distinction between cognition and "the instruments of knowledge contained in the body and emotions" doesn't
NOES1S NUMBER 108 AUGUST 1995 PAGE II

exist in the CTMU context; the CTMU generalizes "cognition" in
such a way that it includes all "instruments of knowledge". As for
LeRoy's usage of "exact and eternal", he applied these terms to
the distinction between a definition and a theory. My point was to
make him question this distinction by realizing that exact must be
relativized to context and focus (e.g., "what is your exact age in
years? nanoseconds? reincarnations?) and that eternal presupposes
a transfinite structuring of time that only the CTMU can support.
You're quite correct that "Kevin Schwartz' critique of naive appeals to subjective experience.., in support of free will.., isn't
the last word on the subject". In fact, subjective experience can,
if not treated "naively", provide very powerful support for the
idea of free will. That's because (a) you can't isolate subjective
and objective aspects of reality from each other; (b) regardless
of what the scientific method has to say about the need for objective verification, the fact remains that the subjective perception
of free will distributes universally over "cognitive entities"
like human beings, and whatever distributes nonrandomly over any
coherent subset of reality must have a real basis. Of course,
producing this basis requires mathematical analysis. If everyone's
favorite charity case, Bob Hannon, hadn't helped squeeze my serious contributions out of Noesis, I'd get into the math right here.
But for now, I'll just say that if free will is totally illusory,
then the illusion is so pervasive that it enfolds objective reality by induction. Logical restrictions preclude cognitive access to
any external "objective" reality in which this particular "subjective" illusion is resolvable; the inexorable question of control
regresses to SELF-control at the systemic level of reality, thence
distributing mathematically over subsystems in appropriate forms.
Incidentally, many people think that mathematics is unnecessary
for the verbal analysis of philosophical issues. Well, to verbally
describe anything, you need a language. Now, a language is a welldefined mathematical entity, and to understand its behavior on
either the syntactic or semantical level, you have to acknowledge
its mathematical structure. This is why I've long maintained in
Noesis that mathematics is the "ultimate language"; all syntactic
and semantical applications are ultimately matters of things like
mappings and truth-tables, terms whose own rentionships are logicomathematical in nature. Those who ignore the logical roots of
language may be able to function in the quotidian world, but they
can no longer hack it in the highly abstract world of metaphysics.
For those in the know, the CTMU - the only possible universal selfdescriptive mathematical language - forever dispels that illusion.
I shamefully admit my tendency to "argue from within castle walls"
using "undigested neologism", but this does have its reasons. One
thing I learned long ago is that you can't always wrap your mind
around complex concepts like a big amoeba and digest them from the
outside in; you sometimes have to wriggle inside them and digest
them from the inside out. In fact, sometimes you have to do both
at once. Please believe me when I tell you that I put all kinds of
broad hints and deep tunnels into my contributions to make this
possible for the motivated reader. Now if, despite a professed
interest in metaphysics and reality theory, a given reader isn't

established, their qualifications as test items remain intact. And
they have the added benefit of being related to my first choice the CTMU - as direct (and rather dramatic) applications.
One thing you are right about, though - I have already solved all
of these problems, and I've already given the solutions to the
best man the Mega Society had to offer as a referee. Having agreed
to serve in this capacity, the gentleman in question now seems to
have decided that the issues are too volatile, and he too busy, to
fulfill his obligation. But while I can't help but sympathize, the
Society for which he proxies (Mega) is in default of our express
understanding. As my team showed up but the opposing team didn't,
I win. In this light, your belief that nobody in the Mega Society
"feels challenged" by the CTMU reminds one of a sleeping child who,
having just wet the bed, doesn't yet "feel damp".
Naturally, you may want to remonstrate with me about the extent to
which agreements with specially qualified members are binding over
others. Yet, because ordinary members hive displayed an intellectual and/or motivational inability to assess my work, consulting
them in advance would have been a waste of my time and theirs. And
don't expect any negative output from the volunteer referee. He
can say neither that what I sent him is "wrong" nor that it "isn't
really mathematics"; all terms and relationships in the proofs are
carefully and conventionally defined on mathematical clichés like
graph, mapping and logical function. The fact is that after a year,
he cannot point to a single critical error or logically undefined
concept, and is too upright to deny it even to save face (anyway,
if someone tells me his eyesight and tourist credentials are A-OK,
I spend a year to put him on a rocket and fly him to the moon, and
he refuses or forgets to look out the viewport, then so what? I
did the work, he signed for the ticket, and it's C.O.D. .)
It may occur to my detractors, their best man having admitted that
he isn't up to the task of "kicking my ass", that they should now
send forth their "best best man". Okay, then, trot him on out and
let's get it over with. All this new "champion" has to do is meet
and agree to the conditions set forth in Noesis 100. I'll then
send him the proofs, and he can damn well do what he agreed to do.
[Why am I reminded of a scene from the movie Escape from New York,
where Isaac Hayes - "The Duke of New York" - addresses an auditorium full of vicious cutthroats: "They sent their best man. Tomorrow, when we ride to freedom, their best man will be leading the
way. From the neck up!" (The crowd roars hungrily). "ON THE HOOD
'A KY CAR!!!" (Of course, my role wasn't played by Hayes, but by
the guy who "won" in the end, Kurt "Snake Plisskin" Russell.)]
I was also a little confused by your belief that all anyone has to
do to avoid getting ripped off is publish his work "somewhere,
anywhere". I'm curious - how would you make a thief or his accomplices acknowledge this in the absence of legal force? Evidence
means nothing if you have no one to show it to, or if those to
whom you show it don't feel like looking at it (e.g., because you
lack credentials, they don't like you, etc.). The problem becomes
worse if those in charge of the publication in which your work appeared are unsympathetic to your cause; they might not back you up
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tunately, one cannot do this by letting others choose his problems
for him. Just as clearly, it is impossible to compare performance
on any "test" in which every subject is allowed to choose his own
problems. This is presumably why you describe as "ridiculous" the
idea that I should be the one to choose the problem to be used as
a measure of my "intellectual prowess".
Accordingly, I let the problem "choose itself" in a natural way.
Since the measurement of intelligence, and comparisions among the
means thereof, requires first a knowledge of what intelligence is,
the "most important problem" is how to characterize intelligence.
Looking at it another way: since intelligence is a facet of reality as apprehended by intelligence, the problem is to give a joint
characterization of reality and human intelligence.. .the obvious
first step in the intelligent solution of a maximum number of important real problems. Since no known formalism has sufficed to
solve this problem, no formal background is needed for the search.
A bit more on "background". If somebody identifies the "best problems" on which to focus his mind, his obvious first step is to
supply himself with the proper background to solve them. If, when
he finally presents a unified solution, he then encounters others
who have been working on the same problems - e.g., cognitive aspects of reality like the nature of intelligence and the "metaphysics" of free will - are they allowed to blame him for not having
themselves acquired the necessary background? Can they refuse to
accept his having solved the problem first as proof of his intellectual superiority, particularly when the "missing background" is
nothing but an essential ingredient of verbal reasoning like elementary logic? You tell me; maybe my thinking on this is off.
The solution of the above problem is, of course, the CTMU. Unfortunately, Mega reacted to it not with a blinding demonstration of
cognitive pyrotechnics, but by dummying up and switching channels.
This brings us to my second choice of a proposed solution to "who
wins and who loses in the Mega Society Sweepstakes". This alternative is only slightly less ambitious: I selected just those problems that have at some point been acknowledged as the most outstanding conjectures in fields that are not far removed from the
basic cognitive language known as "logic", and which - due to the
fact that no one had succeeded in coming up with a formalism adequate to solve them - required no particular "background" in any
the
advanced formalism. Indeed, the real problem was to invent
required formalism and apply it "self-solvatively".
For example, no one denies that the four-color map problem is very
easy to state and understand. Yet, due to the fact that no formalism was ever invented to solve it efficiently, no formalism need
be learned in order to work on it. To use your own phrasing, "the
playing field is level" with respect to it. Furthermore, as of
1976, when a so-called "computer proof" was successfully passed
off as a solution despite its direct inaccessibility to humans, it
was widely viewed as the premier unsolved mathematical conjecture.
Similarly, the P="NP conjecture held an analogous position in the
pure theory of computation. Because neither of these problems has
ever been publicly solved, nor a solutative formalism definitively

motivated enough even to notice these access points which have
occasionally taken the form of neologisms designed to suggestively
and enticingly compress a lot of useful information in a very tiny
space - then I have to start wondering how smart he really is, and
how long one should whip what looks like a stone dead mule. That
only makes things worse; he whose previous efforts at clarity have
seemed futile probably won't try as hard next time around, and his
implied "arrogance" may discourage further attention by others.
Nevertheless, so impressed am I by the perspicuity of your remarks
that I'm considering taking your advice and prettying up my ideas.
Of course, because I can't rationally do this in any Journal which
stoops to fits of stentorian lunacy (Hannon) or front-page fellatio
(Rosner), and particularly not in a journal which stoops to both,
this can only occur in the pages of an auxiliary Journal which
would probably end up being published at my personal expense (then
again, this journal probably wouldn't be here had I not published
Your wife was right; it's too
issues 44-49 on a similar basis).
late for groesis. Besides, after five years of circulosity, I'm fed
up with its glacial 6-10 month CM cycle. All I need to know is
this: will you, at least, acknowledge such a journal, vouch for its
exact contents, and if necessary, exhibit the cajones to stand by
me should any writer, philosopher, mathematician, or physicist In
(I enclose a
or out of Mega make a dishonest play for credit?
preprint already sent to Cole which outlines my proposal in more
detail, along with another which provides background for this
letter and may be of additional educational value to you.)
Consider what's at stake before you answer. As it stands, I win a
Pyrrhic victory and you win nothing. But if you agree to secrete a
little adrenaline on my behalf, there could be a real victory for
all. Mega will at last begin to look authentic, and whether I like
it or not, I'll have furnished you and Ron with a captive poster
boy for high-ceiling untimed adult intelligence tests. I.e., what
you have now is: "Hey, y'all I was scratching my piles and
masturbating to fall asleep, contemplating the structure of the
universe, when Many Worlds suggested lots of new places to wipe
Chris and Dean ran a
boogera.
I call it Netaboogers.
On the other hand; if we
simulation... (you know who I mean).
cooperate, what you may well have is a brave new world for Mega and
somebody with enough mental firepower to defend it against all
those mealy-mouthed, reverse-discriminating, IQ-hating hypocrites
for whom it is nothing but a cancer on the rump of "The New Social
Order." And best of all, the rest of mankind may finally have a
chance to live down thousands of years of confusion regarding the
profound logical connections that weld language, intelligence, and
reality together.
If you wanted, you could obviously produce some useful input along
CTMU lines, looking right sharp while making yet another meaningful
contribution to the history of thought (before we get off the
subject, a "WGA" is a World's Greatest Authority). Think it over.
And thanks for complimenting both my creativity and my marked
tendency to be 'right about disputed details.' It will enhance our
reputation not only for kindness, but also for honesty and
intelligence.
Chris Langan/P.O. Box 131/Speonk, NY 11972
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It's not hard to see that h "regresses" to the general problem of
which specific problems are the most important. The true genius is
distinguished precisely by his ability to choose or invent the
"best problems" on which to target his intellect.., to apply his
mental energies in the most efficacious and economical way. Unfor-

Not to bore you with more logic, but in order to definitively assign truthvalues to a subject's answer sheet on this kind of test,
you require a cognitive language of higher order than that of your
subject with respect to the entries on the test. If you propose to
measure his level of "genius", you must be one yourself. It's just
as clear that this "symphonic, architectural" kind of intelligence
h involves "fluid" intelligence g as a co- or sub-factor, and that
only the one with the highest (g and/or) h is able to definitively
measure everyone else's intelligence (up to his own peak level).

However, you elsewhere concede that "IQ", which you associate with
the intellectual adaptivity required to solve a number of independent problems, is not the only component of intelligence. There is
also a major component of intelligence which is responsible for
scheduling and orchestrating large numbers of dependent
subroutines within larger routines designed to solve larger and more important problems whose complexity far exceeds any random relationship of IQ test items. Whereas IQ tests merely require solution of
a number of independent pre-specified components, more profound
intellectual abilities are required to identify and solve a number
of dependent but unspecified components in the proper arrangement
and order. This is where the real ceiling of intelligence resides, •
and it occurs far above the level of any problem on the Mega Test.
So we needed a new kind of test to measure this factor, call it h.

Regarding other points, I just want to make sure we're on the same
wavelength. For example, on p. 6, Noesis 104, you write: "The need
for 'a real genius' to administer a test is a bug, not a feature."
Maybe so. But let's state the obvious: any high-ceiling test whose
problems have not been rigorously solved with respect to a closed,
meticulously defined set of conditions must allow for the chance
that an extremely intelligent test subject may give an answer superior to the one considered correct. If the tester is not himself
a genius, he will fail to recognize this and mismark the test. You
seem to imply that this obvious objection does not apply to your
tests. For the sake of argument, let's say you're right.

This is in response to all of your letters in issues 103 and 104,
from which I was pleased to learn that you at least tried to read
the CTMU material I've published. Actually, given the standards of
Nbesis, I'd believed the latter to be uncommonly clear and precise
(except in Noesis 79, where I listed unexplained consequences to
disabuse the usual parties of certain strange notions regarding my
work). Unfortunately, my central topic - the logical requirements
for a "theory of everything" - is as demanding to read about as to
write about. So while I can't accept full responsibility for anyone's incomprehension, some of your points are well-taken (I was
particularly impressed by your lecture on "forging consensus").

Dear Kevin (Langdon):

I, too, am an amateur theologian. That is, I pursue my interest in
religion for love rather than for money.
You profess faith in the Bible, yet dispute biblical accounts of
the death of Jesus. That isn't really important, except that it
reflects a gradual change in the meaning of "faith". In its most
extreme and common form, this change manifests itself as a total
lapse of religious belief. The loss of faith is a disease whose
symptoms include the ethical and social degeneration we see all
around us. This testifies to the fact that religion is not merely
a source of comfort for people like you, but a necessary linkage
between human psychology and the social wellbeing of humanity.
Unfortunately, whatever one might say about the necessity of faith,
one fact is indisputable: it is no longer working. Mankind, eaten
alive by metastasizing cynicism, fanatacism and intolerance, is on
the edge of a Nietzschean chasm in which God lies "dead". As faith
crumbles away inexorably beneath its feet, it stumbles dangerously
for want of a safer and sturdier bridge to salvation. In a world
which has come to place most of its "faith" in the logical and
mathematical principles of science and technology, this bridge can
be constructed in just one way (see libesis 76).
If you really understand Fourier analysis, then you see the intimate connection between mathematics and physical reality. If you
really understand religion, then you know that a religion which
does not attempt to tie itself to the creation and structuring of
reality fails for its lack of relevance. Where is the religion
without its genesis myth, and without recognition of the Hand of
God in nature and the affairs of Man?
This need has driven an historical progression in which a great
day has finally dawned: religion, mathematics, and reality can be
united as one. Among the religious-purpose nonprofit organizations
legally incorporated in the United States in the year 1993, one
was called "CTMU". The acronym, as I have previously explained in
Meals, stands not only for the Cognition-Theoretic (or Computation-Theoretic, or Cognito-Telic) Model of the Universe, but also
for The Church of Teleology of Multiplex Unity. It is the logical
matrix in which all lesser religions are necessarily embedded, and
in which they can therefore be revitalized and reconciled.
The bottom line:
Many people, when confronted with superior insight, adopt a facesaving strategy as simple as it is reprehensible: they refuse to
acknowledge the insight, and for this they blame their "opponent".
Yet, understanding the CTMU requires only logic, and he who admits
that he knows nothing of logic admits that he knows nothing. As
I've written before in these pages, there is none so blind as he
who will not see, nor so lame as he who will not stand.
The CTMU offers you meaning, the logic of love, and a universe
cast in the deepest image of the human mind and heart. You say you
need neither me nor it. Meanwhile, another holds up to your face a
murky mirror streaked with physical vanity, sullen mediocrity,
gratuitious vulgarity, and self-professed stupidity. Suddenly you
are filled with a burning "need" for more. If this is your last
redemption can be poured
word to me, then here is mine to you:
only into an open heart, and a meaningful spiritual destiny .only
into an open mind. When your animal and emotional comforts have
finally deserted you, what then will light your way?
Chris Langan
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Dear Robert Dick:
102. I
/his is my reply to your letter of January 17 in Noesis
believe you'll find that its tone matches yours.
Regarding the importance of family and emotional life:
The world is full of those who feel no pity, and who have no loyalty, towards any but those they call "their own". They are not in
general Christian. Those claiming a level of ability that should
let them solve urgent problems insoluble to others, but do not use
it on the grounds that their personal affairs are more important,
do no service to mankind. If you are not at least humble enough to
serve your fellow man - and if you are in fact so aggressively
self-absorbed that you will spit in the face of one who has tried
to do his duty in your stead - then, while I refrain from disputing your "Christianity", I would nonetheless like to know exactly
what kind of "Christian" you profess to be.
You are lucky to have a family nearby that loves you. I do not; my
love for my unborn children, and for future generations of humanity, prevents me from taking a wife who is genetically compromised
(I refuse to consciously doom my descendants to possible lifelong
dependence on medical technology, or to lack the higher level of
intelligence demanded by social evolution). Because I have pursued
truth in relative poverty, I cannot pay the monetary price that
women of "good breeding" have learned to demand for their procreative services...nor, I confess, can I happily abide the lack of
loyalty that even so subtle a form of prostitution guarantees. If
I were a severe diabetic with ten million dollars, I could doubtless buy a fit mother for my sickly offspring, thereby denying one
to someone more healthy. But since I work for low pay and live
meagerly in a one-room shack, my reproductive qualifications are
strictly mental and physical (i.e., "irrelevant").
This may be a tragic condemnation of modern reproductive practices
and values. It may also be God's way of reminding me that in an
insane and overpopulated world, having a child is dangerously like
selling it a nonrefundable ticket on the Titanic. But either way,
whether it be a wife or a four-year-old grand nephew, a family is
a luxury and a privilege, not an excuse to ignore your obligation
to the rest of mankind while excoriating those who are more responsible, or stronger of mind and heart, than you are.
On your work in Fourier analysis:
You were rejected by those who found your name and credentials insufficiently impressive to bother with your work. Yet, through the
Mega Society, you find yourself in possession of a "credential"
that bought you access to mine. A true Christian would move mountains to avoid repeating the injustice he had suffered. Instead,
you feed it to me on the tip of a lash. You ponder which of the
Ten Commandments are "the most important". I say to you that for a
Christian, the most important commandment numbers just one: do unto others as you would have them do unto you.
For example, despite the obvious foolishness of certain articles
on relativity theory, I read them thoroughly and set what must be
a record for trying to reason with their author before running out
of patience. Similarly, having asked you to read my work, / took
the time and effort to carefully read yours, (I was not appreciably
edified). So before you seek yet another mote in my eye, will you
not cast out the beam from thine own?
Regarding your amateur theology:

NEWCOMB'S PARADOX REDIVIVUS (by Chris Langan)
This is in response to Robert Low's remarks on Newcomb's Paradox
in Noesis 102. I'll try to make this really easy to follow.
NEWCOMB'S PROBLEM: Given two boxes A and B, you are told by an
entity that you may choose to open either box A and box B, or
box B alone. The entity, who claims to have predicted your
choice, informs you that while he has in any case put $1000 in
box A, he has put $1,000,000 in box B if and only if he has
predicted that you will (choose to) open B alone. You have observed the entity play the same game with many others, and he
has predicted correctly every time. You know that such asymmetric data are quite unlikely to be random, but you also believe - and most of your experience confirms - that time is
linear and your choice unpredictable. What should you do?
Obviously, there are two ways to solve Newcomb's problem, which is
pot the same as the paradox. There is an argument in favor of each
solution, and each argument purports to "rationality". That is,
while only one argument is called "expected utility", both actually purport to maximize expectation on the basis of different assumptions regarding the nature of time and physical reality. In
neither case does this equate to maximizing the minimum amount of
money that might be received; rationality is not defined that way.
Trying to maximize the minimum possible reward instead of trying
to maximize expected utility is irrational by definition. That's
because it can lead to a loss of expected utility, and rationality
always seeks to maximize expected utility (as defined on simple
mathematical expectation: reward x probability of reward).
[The above paragraph suffices to resolve your main "point". It was
originally followed by a clarified exposition of my original 1989
paper, The Resolution of Newcomb's Paradox, complete with easy-tofollow illustrations and ties to various branches of physics and
philosophy. But since I didn't want to see it buried under a pile
of booby-hatch-reject pseudoscientific pornographic vulgarianism,
and since I'm still not getting the slightest amount of understanding or cooperation towards the restoration of reasonable journalistic standards for Noesis, I'm afraid it will have to wait. If
you see it at all - and it goes far indeed towards demystifying
the CTMU - it will be in the proposed alternative Mega Society
journal Noesis-A.7
102: The
TO WHOMEVER COMPILED THE COST-PER-PAGE TABLE IN NORRIS
cost per page of Noesis 44-49 to the average subscriber was noTwo members voluntarily paid for their
where near "13.9 cents".
copies; the others paid a cost per page of 0 cents. Of course, the
cost to the publisher (me) was correspondingly higher.
To some extent, the same may apply to other editors. I'd be surprised if most of the members who charitably accepted editorial
responsibility ever got a dime. But then again, why should . they
have? Their issues were insufficiently loony, cheesy and sleazy to
be worth a nickel, at least by present "standards". (Chris Langan)
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Accordingly, Kevin and I - and probably the rest of us - agree
that the editorship of Monis is properly subject
to democratic
review. What that means is this: the next time Rick Rosner fouls
up egregiously in the editorial department, an election will follow immediately. I stress the word "immediate
ly" because, when a
journal is published only at intervals convenient to its editor,
the democratic process can get smeared out over very dilated time
periods. In short, Rick will not have the option of timing his own
"election campaign". This election will include policy guidelines
and will occur even if I have to run it myself. If it goes against
him, Rick will be required to step aside.. .again,
immediately. And
that naturally goes for his other electable office,
"Treasurer".
On the other hand, if it goes for him despite his
objective failings - e.g., taking three months to publish a monthly journal
then we're back to square one. Square one is described in
Noesis
106, page 9. That's where I introduce the alternative Mega Society
journal Noesis-A. This new journal would come
existence immediately because I, for one, cannot afford to into
have years of effort
buried under large, stinking piles of what Noesis has
to be
full of lately. That's my inalienable right, and that tended
of any othermember who wants a legitimate chance to be heard.

In the past, I may have seemed guilty of too unilateral a perspective on all this. But I typify our members in the sense that each
of us, somewhere in the back of his or her mind, dreams of making
a truly noteworthy contribution to intellectual posterity. Clearly,
no such contribution can succeed without the right kind of audience, and the right kind of audience simply does not associate
worthwhile effort with brassy mental incompetence and/or fellatio
in elevators. It may be that some of us, in our private moments,
find such material funny or titillating. But here in
Noesis, it's
the organizational equivalent of a "kick me" sign.

Thus, it is puzzling - given his admitted disinterest - that Rick
has "hung in there".
Although some of us may have assumed that
his tenacity owed to some kind of altruism - some desire to help
the Mega Society achieve the respect for which it periodically
yearns - his own contributions cast extreme doubt on such an assumption. Whatever their attractions for Rosner or Cole or anyone
else, masturbation, scatology, and nose-picking typically do not
engender "respect" in the kinds of people whose attention we want.

Admittedly, it would sound better to say that Rick "stepped into
the breach" when nobody else would have, "saving" the Mega Society
by carrying its journal out of the flames on his sturdy shoulders.
But we can't say that. Rick could have been replaced at any point
by somebody who not only meets all the requirements, but has a
better track record to boot. For example, I published the journal
for half a year, paid for it all, never missed a deadline, never
rejected a submission, and singlehandedly filled it with superior
content at a time when nobody else could spare a dime, a minute,
or a postcard.. .and would, had he dropped the ball for keeps, have
caught it before it hit the ground. And nobody is even saying that
I'was his only available replacement!

the dogged way Rick has hung in there for all these years, even
when his heart wasn't really in it.. .and I say this despite having
been one of his harshest critics.

and every such group - including ours - seems bedeviled by them. /t
therefore behooves us to exercise caution in this regard.
Next, I agreed with Kevin's observation that It will take a considerable amount of time to undo the damage that has already been done
to Ploesls by way of vulgar and inane content, some by members and
some by nonmembers. Anyone who once respected the journal Is quite
unlikely to respect it now and earning back this respect is likely to
be a long and arduous process.
Obviously, we could not discuss hbesls without discussing the
performance of its current editor. As we all know, Rick Rosner has a
credibility problem which devolves to a number of factors, one of
which Is that he was never elected through any sort of due process.
Another is that Rick's performance has been spotty In a number of
important areas: when it comes to punctuality, attention level, and
regard for the priorities of other members. Rick has left a lot - and
I do mean a lot - to be desired.
As a recent example of what I mean, consider AlbesIs 106. On page 4,
it contains a cover letter to Chris Cole that was not intended for
publication. Previously, I had taken care to protect the identity of
Edward Thorp as the pseudonymous Mega member charged with reviewing
my proofs. Since Cole had made the introduction, he already knew
Thorp's identity. But since he also knew that Thorp preferred to
participate under a pseudonym, it should have been clear to him - and
through him, to Rick - that the letter was not to be printed. So we
have either a case of gross negligence. or a deliberate violation of
a member's right to privacy.. .possibly meant to cast another member
(me) In an unfavorable light.
Now look at issue 107, six pages of which were arrogated to a nonmember, one Robert Hannon. If anyone in this group (except Rick)
doesn't yet know that this person is several aces short of a full
deck In the modern physics department, it's a well-kept secret.
Obviously. Aloesls - and Mega - are not glorified by an editor who
can't take such rudimentary editorial distinctions (remember, as the
editor of any respectable journal knows, editorial rejection of
irrational submissions is not the same as *censorship").
And it
wasn't as though these six pages couldn't have been filled by a real
Mega member;
Cole and Rosner have had at least nine pages of
epistolary responses from yours truly on ice since June!
Now, neither Kevin nor I had anything bad to say about Rick on a
personal level. The way Rick lives his own life, and the kind of
person he 'really is,' are none of our business. There is wisdom
in the dictum 'judge not, lest you be judged." In fact, I'm sure
I speak for all of us when I express our universal appreciation for
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